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In recent decades, the improvement of computer technology has increased the growth of high-dimensional
microarray data. Thus, data mining methods for DNA microarray data classification usually involve samples
consisting of thousands of genes. One of the efficient strategies to solve this problem is gene selection, which
improves the accuracy of microarray data classification and also decreases computational complexity. In this
paper, a novel social network analysis-based gene selection approach is proposed. The proposed method has two
main objectives of the relevance maximization and redundancy minimization of the selected genes. In this
method, on each iteration, a maximum community is selected repetitively. Then among the existing genes in this
community, the appropriate genes are selected by using the node centrality-based criterion. The reported results
indicate that the developed gene selection algorithm while increasing the classification accuracy of microarray
data, will also decrease the time complexity.

1. Introduction
Improvements in microarray devices have increased the accumula
tion of DNA microarray data. With this advancement, physicians, and
researchers in the field of biology will be able to simultaneously examine
different aspects of gene expression in an experiment to diagnose or
classify various types of cancer and other diseases. The rapid growth of
data accumulation in the fields of medicine has posed a major challenge
for data processing and analysis techniques [1–4]. This enormous
amount of microarray data cannot be analyzed by physicians in a short
time in order to speed up diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment plans.
Thus, it is important to develop a machine-learning-based algorithm that
can handle this large number of e-healthcare data efficiently. Therefore,
DNA microarray classification has become critical to DNA microarray
analysis [3,5–9].
High dimensional DNA microarray has presented serious challenges
to the existing machine learning and classification methods. In other
words, in many medical and microarray datasets, it is possible that many

genes are irrelevant or redundant for machine learning algorithms
[10,11]. Feature selection or gene selection is a popular and powerful
approach in medical datasets to overcome this shortcoming [12–14]. In
gene selection, to decrease the microarray data dimensions, by elimi
nating the irrelevant and similar genes, only a subset of relevant and
dissimilar genes that are strongly related to the objective function is
selected [15,16]. This is a powerful strategy to increase the efficiency of
the machine learning algorithm, reduce time complexity, build a more
general classification algorithm, and reduce storage requirements
[17–19]. Gene selection approaches have been successfully employed in
many medical applications, including gene expression [20], cancer
classification [21], medical diagnosis [22], etc.
In gene selection, an attempt is made to choose a set of initial genes
that satisfy two targets simultaneously: the minimum similarity between
the selected genes and the maximum relevance of these genes with the
target class [23,24]. In general, these two targets are contradictory and
for a practical medical problem, a balance needs to be struck between
them [25]. Single-Objective-based gene selection techniques try to
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select the optimal subset of genes by considering only one specific
function. But, in microarray and medical data, we generally face several
conflicting goals, therefore, single-objective gene selection methods in
this type of data are not very appropriate. The shortcomings of singleobjective approaches can be overcome by considering gene selection
as a multi-objective optimization problem. Considering several objec
tives in the gene selection problem can guide the search strategy to
select an optimal set of genes to meet different needs in the DNA
microarray data set.
The major aim of this work is to introduce a novel graph-based multiobjective gene approach to select a set of initial genes that satisfies the
abovementioned conditions. The developed technique includes three
main steps. In the first step, the primary genes are represented as a
graph. In this graph, each gene is demonstrated by a node and the edge
weights show the similarities between genes. In the second step, an
iterative process is performed to find gene communities. This step aims
to group a set of similar genes into the same clusters. In the next step, a
scoring mechanism based on the node centrality measures is introduced
to assign an importance value to each gene. Finally, those with high
scores are chosen from each community to generate the final gene set. It
is expected that the developed gene selection strategy while choosing a
subset of genes with the least redundancy, will also maximize the rele
vance of these genes with the label of medical data. In this developed
search strategy, the gene relevance is calculated using the node cen
trality and fisher score, whereas the redundancy of genes is computed by
community detection and gene similarities. This gene selection search
strategy has a number of innovations compared with the previous gene
selection approaches:

The remainder of this paper is formed as below: Section 2 reviews the
previous gene selection approaches. The developed gene selection
method is presented in Section 3. The experimental results on different
datasets on various classifiers are reported in Section 4 and finally,
Section 5 presents the conclusion of the overall work.
2. Related works
A fundamental problem in machine learning algorithms is the high
dimensional datasets, in which the size of the feature subset is much
higher than the size of the patterns [30–37]. For example, in medical
datasets with high dimensions, classification parameters also increase
[38,39]. Therefore, the classification accuracy is significantly reduced
[24,40]. As a result, it is necessary to reduce the initial features using
dimension reduction techniques. One efficient way to reduce the
dimension is feature selection (gene selection in DNA microarray data
sets) [41,42]. Feature selection and gene selection have been promising
areas of research and development for statistical pattern detection, data
mining, and machine learning since the 1970s, and many studies have
been performed to measure the methods of feature selection [43–46].
Depending on the availability of labels for each train of data, gene
selection algorithms could also be categorized into two parts: supervised
and unsupervised [47,48]. In contrast, supervised gene selection is uti
lized in conditions in which class labels of the data are obtainable. In
these conditions, unsupervised gene selection seems to be suitable. In
general, supervised gene selection generates better and more efficiency,
primarily because of the use of class labels [49,50].
Previously gene selection approaches can be grouped into filterbased, wrapper-based, hybrid-based, and embedded-based models
[51,52]. The filter-based model evaluates the relevance of genes without
using any learning algorithm. Therefore, the methods that use the filter
model are typically fast. In this model, genes are evaluated and ranked
using information-theoretic measures, and then those of the highestranked genes are selected [53]. The filter-based models can be divided
into two groups of univariate and multivariate strategies. The univariate
models only consider the relevancy of genes to the class labels according
to a specific criterion such as Information Gain (IG) [54], Gain Ratio
(GR) [55], Term Variance (TV) [56], Mutual information (MI) [57],
RELIEF [58], Gini Index (GI) [54], Laplacian Score (LS) [59] and Fisher
Score (FS) [60]. However, univariate gene selection approaches ignore
the dependency between genes, results in presenting similar genes in the
final gene set as well as building weak and complicated learning models.
To solve this issue, a branch of the filter approach called multivariate
strategy handles both irrelevant and redundant genes in their ranking
strategies. In other words, multivariate filter methods were proposed,
aiming at the consideration of gene dependencies. Numerous gene se
lection techniques have been developed using multivariate approaches
such as, Minimal Redundancy Maximal Relevance (mRMR) [61], Rele
vance redundancy Feature Selection (RRFS) [62], Unsupervised Feature
selection based on Ant Colony Optimization (UFSACO) [48], Multivar
iate RDC (MRDC) [63], Multi-Fitness Discrete Particle Swarm Optimi
zation (MFDPSO) [64], Multi-Objective Simplified Swarm Optimization
(MOSSO) [65], Spearman's Correlation and Distributed Filter (SCDF)
[66], Multivariate Feature Ranking (MFR) [67].
The wrapper-based gene selection models utilize a learning algo
rithm to score the accuracy of the selected gene set [68]. In this type of
gene selection, a search strategy is employed to search the final gene set,
and at each iteration of this searching algorithm, a set of candidate genes
is produced, and the quality of this subset is calculated by a learning
algorithm. Finally, the most efficient subset found is considered as the
final gene set [69,70]. However, the wrappers gene selection model can
select an efficient gene set, they have high computational complexity
and may have difficulty analyzing genes in medical data. This is due to
the utilize of a classifier in the gene subset efficiency measurement
[71,72]. In [73], an efficient wrapper-based gene selection model is
proposed utilizing the Markov blanket technique. In this method, the

1- The developed approach in this paper uses an algorithm to find the
genes community to group similar genes. Grouping similar genes
prevent the proposed method from selecting redundant genes. Unlike
the other clustering methods such as k-means [26] and fuzzy clus
tering [27], the proposed gene clustering algorithm identifies the
cluster numbers automatically and there is no longer a need to
specify the cluster numbers in advance.
2- The proposed method uses the fisher score and node centrality
measures, which consider the relevance and importance of genes in
its community, while the other gene selection methods only consider
gene relevance in their search process.
3- The proposed method uses a social network-based method such as
finding gene clusters and the node centrality measure to propose a
heuristic search method. In comparison with nature-inspired
methods such as [28], the proposed method is fast and more accu
rate and can be applied to large-scale DNA microarray datasets.
4- The number of final selected genes imposes another challenge on
gene selection methods. In other words, the number of relevant genes
is unknown; the number of genes that should be selected for the
microarray data classification method is also not known. In this
method, unlike many previous works, the optimized number of genes
that should be selected is automatically calculated based on the
overall structure of the original genes and the similarity between
them.
5- Many of the previous gene selection approaches employ a learning
algorithm in their strategies of searching the optimal gene subset.
These approaches generally suffer from higher computational time
[15], and inefficient in the DNA microarray dataset that has a large
number of genes [28].
6- The proposed method groups similar genes into the clusters and then
applies a scoring mechanism to assign an importance value to each
gene in each group. So, the proposed method satisfies both objectives
of feature relevance and feature redundancy in a multi-objective
function. Unlike the other multi-objective methods that identify a
set of non-dominated gene subsets in their search strategy [25,29],
the proposed search strategy seeks the optimal gene subset in an
acceptable time.
2
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Markov blanket strategy is employed to decrease the execution time of
the wrapper-based model. In [74], a novel wrapper-based gene selection
model is presented to classify the cancer microarray data. In this
method, the Firefly optimization method is combined with SVM classi
fication for biomedical data analysis and cancer classification. More
over, Das et al. [75] develop a gene selection approach using the Jaya
optimization method to search the final gene set in the gene expression
problem. This paper seeks the original gene utilizing the Jaya optimi
zation method that removes the irrelevant genes.
The hybrid model is an integration of the filter-based and wrapperbased methods which seeks to use the advantages of both models
[76,77]. This type of gene selection generally focuses on achieving the
best possible performance with a specific classifier and execution time
similar to the filter model. In [78], a hybrid-based gene selection algo
rithm is developed by integration of filter model (i.e., Information Gain)
and the wrapper model (i.e., SCM-based gene selection). In this hybrid
method, Information Gain is utilized to select an initial subset of rele
vant and non-redundant genes. Then, the final gene subset is selected
using an SVM-based gene selection strategy. Also, Naik et al. [79],
develop a hybrid gene selection technique that combines the benefits of
both filter and wrapper-based models. In this method, Binary Dragonfly
Algorithm and Neural Network are utilized in the wrapper model and
Fisher Score is employed in the filter model.

Ultimately, the embedded techniques take advantage of the selection
of genes in the learning process as well as are highly comparable to a
certain learning model [80,81]. In [82], an embedded-based gene se
lection model is proposed. In this work, the essential genes are chosen
using an embedded neural network and then these selected genes are
used for building a learning model.
3. The proposed gene selection method
In this section, an innovative gene selection method is proposed by
incorporating the concept of community detection with node centrality
(CDNC). The CDNC method is grouped as a filter gene selection method
and considers relevance and similarity criteria in its selection search
strategy. CDNC includes four basic steps including (1) Graph represen
tation, (2) Identifying the gene communities, (3) Ranking genes, and (4)
Identifying the final gene set. The first step aims to demonstrate the gene
selection problem to a graph. In this demonstration, each node in the
graph shows a gene, and the edges of this graph show the similarity
between the corresponding genes. In the next step of the CDNC, a subset
of genes with the most similarity to each other is selected by utilizing a
community detection algorithm. The purpose of the second step is to
categorize similar genes by employing the weighted community detec
tion method. In the next step, the nodes of the graphs are ranked by

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed.
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using the univariate filtering Criterion. Finally, in the fourth step, to
avoid the selection of redundant genes, those high-scoring genes from
the maximum community are chosen using edge centrality, and the
remaining genes are removed. After removing the maximum community
from the genes graph, the second step is repeated if at least one
maximum community can be found, otherwise, all remaining genes are
added to the previously selected genes set and the proposed method
terminates. Fig. 1 demonstrates the flowchart of the developed CDNC
method. This developed gene selection method has two main phases: the
primary steps and the proposed method. In the first phase, the problem
space of gene selection is represented as a weighted graph, and then in
the second phase, in an iterative loop, similar genes (i.e. communities)
are chosen, and then appropriate genes are selected from each com
munity. Finally, the set of selected genes from different communities is
considered as the final selected genes.

community in the graph). The purpose of this step is to divide the initial
nodes into a number of clusters so that the members of each cluster have
maximum similarity together. Many of the previous gene clustering
methods have these defects [28,85,86]:
• These methods need to define the cluster numbers before performing
the gene clustering m.
• In most of the previously proposed methods for gene clustering, the
distribution of genes in a cluster, which is one of the most important
measures in gene clustering, is not considered.
• In most of the methods used for gene clustering, all genes are
considered equally throughout the clustering process, while some
more influential genes should have a greater impact on the clustering
process.
To deal with these issues, an Iterative Search for Community
Detection (ISCD) [87] is applied to cluster the genes in this study.
Different from the previous k-prototypes-type methods [88,89], this
method uses multiple nodes with different weights to represent the
community. This new representation model can efficiently reflect the
attributes of the communities. In this algorithm, first, the optimal
number of communities is identified and then the number of k nodes
with very high representability as exemplars are selected. According to
the similarity between nodes and exemplars, other nodes are assigned
into initial exemplars. In the initial method, selecting exemplars is a vital
problem. For this purpose, two indicators of degree and similarity are
used to measure the representability of a node. In this algorithm, the first
k nodes with a high degree and low similarity with other exemplars are
selected. In this algorithm, a new criterion is defined to determine the
optimal number of initial centers (i.e. exemplars), and by optimizing this
criterion, the appropriate value for the number of communities is
determined. After the initial centers of the communities are identified,
the final communities will be determined iteratively based on a defined
objective function. The ISCD algorithm can quickly detect communities,
even in large graphs, due to the linear computational complexity. As
such, it is efficient for gene clustering of high-dimensional DNA micro
array datasets.

3.1. Graph presentation
This subsection of the developed CDNC method expresses the first
phase of the proposed method. To apply the graph-based methods, the
solution space of the gene selection must be demonstrated by a weighted
graph. To this end, in the first step, the initial genes are shown with a
graph Graph = < G, E>, where G = {G1, G2, …, Gn} is a set of original
genes in which each gene shows a node in the graph, E = {(Gi, Gj) : Gi, Gj
∈ G} denotes the set of edges of the graph, and wij indicates the similarity
between two genes Gi and Gj that are linked by the edge (Gi, Gj). Several
similarity criteria can be utilized to calculate the gene similarity. These
various criteria may lead to different outcomes. As a result, choosing an
appropriate criterion will have a considerable impact on the efficiency of
subsequent gene selection steps. This study employs the Pearson simi
larity criteria [83] to compute the similarity value between different
genes. This similarity between the two genes Gi and Gj is calculated as
below:
)
(
∑
p (xi − xi ) xj − xj
√
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
wij = ∣ √̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
(1)
)∣
∑
∑(
2
2
p (xi − xi )
p xj − xj
where xi and xj denote the vectors of genes Gi and Gj, respectively.
Variables xi and xj indicate the average of vectors xi and xj, over p pat
terns. The greater similarity between the two genes causes the Pearson
criterion between the two genes to be closer to one, and reciprocally the
dissimilarity of the two genes will cause the Pearson criterion of the two
genes to be closer to 0. After Pearson correlation coefficient calculation,
a normalization technique entitled SoftMax scaling [84] is utilized to
normalize these similarity values into the range from zero to 1 as below:
w
̂ ij =

1
(
1 + exp −

wij − w

)

3.3. Ranking genes
This subsection of the developed CDNC method explains the second
step of the second phase of the developed gene selection method (i.e.
calculate relevance and centrality of all genes in each community). The
main goal of this step is to select appropriate and important genes from
each cluster using a multi-objective function. The proposed method
groups similar genes into clusters and then applies a scoring mechanism
to assign an important value to each feature in each group. So, the
proposed method satisfies both objectives of feature relevance and
feature redundancy. In fact, in each community, a high number of the
most important genes are selected, and reminder genes are removed. In
this step, from the maximum community, the relevant genes are selected
using a multi-objective function based on two concepts: Fisher Score
(FS) and Node Centrality (NC). In this study, the Importance Value (IV)
of k-the gene, IV(Gk) is calculated as follows:

(2)

σ

where, wij is the similarity value between genes Gi and Gj, w and σ are
correspondingly the average and variance of all of the Pearson corre
̂ ij denotes the normalized correlation between genes Gi and
lation, and w
Gj.
Moreover, in this step, the gene selection problem was demonstrated
using a complete graph. Therefore, to reduce the time complexity and
improve the community identification performance, before using the
next step, edges with values less than the θ are deleted. The θ parameter
can be adjusted to any value in the range from zero to 1, and therefore,
when θ parameter is set to a low (high) value, fewer (more) edges will be
removed.

IV(Gk ) =

FS(Gk ) × NC(Gk )
N
∑
(FS(Gi ) × NC(Gi ) )

(3)

i=1

where FS(Gi) and NC(Gi) indicate the Fisher Score and Node Centrality
of gene Gi, correspondingly. Also, N shows the number of initial genes.
The purpose of using the Fisher Score (FS) measure is to select the
genes that are most relevant to the target class. Fisher Score is a su
pervised filter method that selects a gene subset such that the samples in
the specific class are most similar to each other and the samples in the
different classes are less similar. As a result, this measure scores a higher

3.2. Identifying maximal communities
This subsection of the developed CDNC method expresses the first
step of the second phase of the developed method (i.e. find maximum
4
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value for genes with higher separation characteristics. The FS of gene Gi
is defined as follows:
(
)
∑
nv Gvk − Gk 2
FS(Gk ) = ∑v∈V
(4)
2
v∈ˆV nv (σ v (Gk ) )

gene is added to the selected gene set, and the next relevant gene from
this maximum community is considered as a candidate gene. But when
the average similarity between the candidate gene and the previously
selected gene was greater than the parameter δ, all remaining genes in
this maximum community are removed from the genes graph.

where Gk is the mean value of all the samples regarding the gene Gk, V is
a set of all classes in a dataset, nv is the number of patterns on the class v,
and σ(Gk) and Gvk shows the variance and average of gene Gk on class v,
correspondingly.
Moreover, in this strategy, unlike previous methods where only gene
relevance is used for final gene selection, genes with high influence and
relevance will be selected as the final gene set. In this study for the
calculation of influential genes, node centrality is utilized. Calculating
the measure of centrality or identifying more “central” and Influential
nodes has been a major problem in the analysis of social networks
[90,91]. Detecting some Influential and more central nodes to specify
the attributes of the networks has notable usage in many fields of
complex network analysis. In this work, Laplacian Centrality (LC) [91] is
employed to calculate the centrality of nodes. In the graph, W and X are
defined as below:
⎛
⎞
0
w1,2 ... w1,n
⎜ w2,1
0
... w2,n ⎟
⎟
W(G) = ⎜
(5)
⎝ .
.
.
. ⎠
wn,1 wn,2 ...
0

3.5. Algorithm design

⎛

X1
⎜ 0
⎜
X(G) = ⎝
.
0
where Xi =

0
X2
.
0

∑n

⎞
... 0
... 0 ⎟
⎟
.
. ⎠
... Xn

j=1 wi,j

=

∑
u∈N(vi )

This subsection describes the details of designing the gene selection
search strategy based on the community detection method and the node
centrality concept. The ultimate purpose of this strategy is to select a
gene subset that has the least similarity with each other and the highest
relationship with the target class. In order to achieve the first objective,
genes are grouped into similar clusters to avoid choosing similar genes.
To satisfy the second criterion, a selecting strategy based on the node
centrality measures and Fisher Score is developed. In this approach, in
each iteration, a maximum community is selected in a repetitive pro
cedure and then among the existing genes in this maximum community,
the appropriate genes are selected using the concepts of node centrality
and Fisher Score. Then the genes available in this maximum community
are deleted from the basic genes and the procedure is iterated for the
remaining genes. In the other words, using the concept of the Fisher
score and node centrality, the genes of each community are ranked and
then using the gene similarity non-redundant and the best representa
tive one is considered for the community. To select the final gene set, at
least one gene is selected from each cluster. As a result, the selected
genes are a good representative set for all primary genes. On the other
hand, the use of gene similarity criteria prevents the selection of
redundant genes. The employing of these techniques results in the se
lection of relevant and non-redundant genes. Finding the maximum
community is similar to gene clustering and divides the basic genes into
a number of communities (clusters) based on their similarity. Thus, the
genes available in each community (cluster) have more similarities than
the genes available in other communities (cluster). This minimizes the
redundancy between the selected genes and these genes represent the
initial genes.
The previous graph-based gene selection methods rely on the direct
similarity between the genes. While in this paper, for the first time,
instead of calculating direct similarity, using the concept of node cen
trality and community detection, the similarity between a set of genes is
calculated. As a result, the selected genes will have less redundancy than
other methods using direct similarity and can be calculated in a
reasonable time. Fig. 2 indicates the details of the developed gene se
lection approach.

(6)

wvi ,u and Xi is titled the sum weight of nodes

vi and N(vi) is the set of vi's neighbors. Also, the Laplacian Energy of G is
calculated as below:
n
∑

EL (G) =

∑
Xi + 2
w2i,j

i=1

(7)

i<j

Finally, the Laplacian Centrality CL(vi, Graph) of node vi is calculated
using the following formula:
NCL (vi , Graph) =

EL (Graph) − EL (Graphi )
(ΔЕ)i
=
EL (Graph)
EL (Graph)

(8)

where Grapji is the graph acquired using deleting vi from graph Graph.

3.6. An illustrated example

3.4. Identifying final gene set

The scheme of the developed search strategy gene section for a
simple dataset with ten genes is displayed in Fig. 3. The primary graph
for this dataset is shown in Fig. 3 (a). After removing the similarities less
than the θ threshold, this graph is changed to a sparse graph. Fig. 3 (b)
demonstrates this sparse graph that the edges with corresponding sim
ilarities less than the θ = 0.6 parameter are deleted. Then the maximum
community is extracted and four genes (G3, G4, G5, G6) are selected as
the maximum community that is shown in Fig. 3 (c). After finding the
maximum community set, importance values for these genes are
calculated. The Sequence of the impotence of these genes is also
demonstrated in Fig. 3 (c). It can be seen from these values that gene G4
has the highest importance value. Therefore, gene G4 is selected as the
first selected gene. The second gene in this list is G3. Since the average
similarity between this gene and the previous gene (i.e. G4) is less than
threshold δ = 0.6, so gene G3 is selected as the second gene. Then for the
third gene (i.e. G6) this process is repeated. Unlike G3, the average
similarity between G6 and previous genes (i.e. {G4, G3}) is higher than
the δ threshold value, so this gene is not selected. Now, this community
is deleted from the original graph and this procedure is iterated. In Fig. 3

As irrelevant and redundant genes reduce the learning algorithms'
performance, the purpose of the developed approach is to recognize as
much as possible redundant and irrelevant genes and to select an
appropriate subset of the initial genes. As mentioned before, the Fisher
Score is used to remove irrelevant genes. Also, the average similarity
criterion is used to prevent the selection of similar genes to previously
selected genes. In most of the previously proposed methods to eliminate
redundant genes, the direct similarity between the genes has been used,
while in this paper, to assess the intensity of the relationship between
genes, integration of average similarity and node centrality is used.
In the proposed method, the gene with the highest Fisher Score value
in the maximum community is added to the selected genes as the first
representative of this cluster. After removing this gene from the
maximum community, the next gene with the highest relevant value is
considered as the candidate gene, and the similarity of this gene with the
previously selected genes is calculated using the Pearson correlation
coefficient measure. If the average similarity between the candidate
gene and the previously selected genes was less than parameter δ, this
5
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Fig. 2. Pseudo-code of the proposed gene selection method.

(d), the maximum community set for the remaining genes is shown.
Similar to the previous step, for the genes in this community, the
calculation of importance values is done, as well. From this set, G1 and
G10 are selected and the genes of this community are also eliminated
from the graph. In the next step (Fig. 3 (e)), G7 and G8 are selected as the
maximum community and from this community, G8 is added to the final
gene set. Since G9 is a single node and does not belong to the other
communities, it is added to the previously selected gene set. As a result,
{G4, G3, G1, G10, G8, G9 } is chosen as the final gene set.

The results are acquired over ten separate and autonomous runs to
attain more precise and acceptable assessments. In each run, each
microarray dataset is randomly divided into train data (66% of the
initial data) and test data (34% of the initial data). The training data is
used in the gene selection procedure, while the test data is utilized to
measure the selected genes. To perform fair experiments, the compar
ative methods are evaluated on the same training/testing set. Given that
training and testing data are randomly divided, in addition to the
average accuracy, the standard deviation of the accuracy has been re
ported in these experiments.
Moreover, detail of the used datasets, used classifiers, results,
sensitivity analysis, statistical analysis, and discussion are described in
the remainder of this section.

3.7. Complexity analysis
This subsection presents the complexity analysis of the developed
gene selection search strategy. The first step of the developed approach,
the gene space demonstrated as a weighted graph. To do this step, the
gene similarities must be calculated. Therefore, the complexity of the
first step of the proposed approach is O(n2p) where n is the number of the
original genes and p indicated the pattern numbers. Also, in the next
step, a repetitive process is utilized to identify the maximum commu
nities. The complexity of maximum community finding is O(n).
Furthermore, in the third step, the importance values of the genes are
calculated utilizing the Fisher Score and node centrality. The compu
tational complexity of fisher score and Laplacian node centrality are O
(ncp) and (n2), respectively. Finally, in the fourth step, those high
scoring genes from the maximum community are chosen based on gene
similarity. Given that the similarity between the genes is calculated in
the first step, the computational complexity of this step is linear. as a
result, the final computational complexity of the developed approach in
is O (n2p + n + ncp + n2) and which is reduced to O (n2p).

4.1. Datasets
In this study, several datasets with different properties are used in the
experiments to show the effectiveness and robustness of the developed
approach. These microarray data consist of Colon, Leukemia, SRBCT,
Prostate Tumor, and Lung Cancer. Colon and Leukemia microarray data
are accessible in the Bioinformatics Research Group from Universidad
Pablo de Olavide [95] and SRBCT, Prostate Tumor, and Lung Cancer
datasets are accessible in the Gene Expression Model Selector from
Vanderbilt University [96]. The main specifications of these datasets are
detailed in Table 2. These medical data have been selected according to
various properties such as a number of pattern numbers, gene numbers,
and class numbers.
The range of values of various genes in these medical datasets is
different. As a result, genes with a larger range may dominate the genes
with a smaller range. To solve this problem, the max-min normalization
technique is utilized. Moreover, several of these medical datasets have
missing data values; thus, to deal with this situation, each missing value
is filled by the average of the existing values on the relative gene.

4. Experimental results
To measure the efficiency of the developed gene selection approach,
various experiments are designed. The performance of the developed
approach is compared with four new methods of gene selection such as
FJMI [18], BHAPSO [92], AHEDL [93], ABCD [94]. The details of these
methods are listed in Table 1.
In these experiments, the developed approach and other compared
gene selection methods implemented using C# language programming
on an Intel Core-i9 CPU with 16GB of RAM. The results are evaluated
according to different criteria, such as the classification accuracy, the
number of selected genes, and execution time.

4.2. The applied classifier
In order to measure the flexibility of the developed method on
different classifiers, in the designed experiments, the efficiency of the
various gene selection approaches on three widely used classifiers
including Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naïve Bayes (NB), and Ada
Boost (AB) is examined:
SVM is a well-known machine learning-based algorithm for
6
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Fig. 3. The overall schema of the proposed method for the sample dataset with 10 nodes.
Table 1
Characteristics of comparative methods.

Table 2
Characteristics of the used datasets.

Method

Description

Year

Dataset

# Genes

# Classes

# Patterns

FJMI

Five-way Joint Mutual Information
In this paper, a feature selection method that took into account
two- through five-way interaction between features and the
class label is proposed [18]
Hybrid meta-heuristic-based
In this paper, a novel hybrid method for gene selection is
proposed by the integration of a binary black hole and modified
binary PSO algorithm [92]
Adaptive hypergraph embedded dictionary learning
In this paper, a computational gene selection method for
microarray data classification is proposed utilizing adaptive
hypergraph embedded dictionary learning [93]
Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm based on Dominance
In this paper, a novel gene filtering with an optimization
algorithm is combined to find the best subset of genes for the
classification task [94]

2019

Colon
SRBCT
Leukemia
Prostate tumor
Lung cancer

2000
2328
7129
10509
12600

2
4
2
2
5

62
83
72
102
203

BHAPSO

AHEDL

ABCD

2019

classification problems. SVM was proposed by Vapnik [97] and has
become very useful in recent years. The aim of this classifier is to
maximize the margin between the available patterns.
NB classifier is a group of simple probabilistic classifiers that are
constructed based on the Bayesian theorem, assuming the independence
of random variables. The Naïve Bayes classifier is a method of classifying
phenomena based on the probability of occurrence or non-occurrence of
a phenomenon. This method is one of the simplest classification algo
rithms with acceptable accuracy.

2019

2020
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AB is a general learning model developed by Yoav Freund and Robert
Schapire [98]. The AB classification algorithm is a predictor that starts
by using coordinating a learning model and then fits further versions of
it on the same dataset, and then the weights of wrongly classified pat
terns are set such that the next classification algorithm pays more
attention to difficult situations.
Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) is a single hidden layer feedforward neural network for classification, regression, and clustering.
The hidden nodes can be determined by random and never updated. In
most cases, the output weights of hidden nodes are generally learned in a
single phase, which amounts to learning a lineal model.
The experimental workbench is Weka (Waikato environment for
knowledge analysis) [99], which is a set of machine learning techniques
for data mining applications. In this study, SMO, Naïve Bayes, Ada
BoostM1, and ELM are employed as the WEKA implementation of SVM,
NB, AB, and ELM classifiers. Also, the parameters of the utilized classi
fiers were adjusted to the default values of the WEKA tools.

Table 4
Average classification accuracy and standard deviation (shown in parenthesis)
of different gene selection methods on NB classifier.

FJMI

BHAPSO

AHEDL

ABCD

88.89
(1.34)
82.79
(2.31)
91.16
(3.27)
83.91
(2.81)
91.82
(1.08)
87.71

84.48
(2.38)
79.32
(1.72)
88.13
(3.19)
79.13
(2.63)
89.19
(1.39)
84.05

81.56
(2.41)
72.38
(3.12)
88.13
(2.26)
82.81
(2.83)
90.43
(2.75)
83.06

84.81
(1.93)
78.81
(3.12)
87.13
(2.93)
79.72
(1.64)
89.82
(1.82)
84.06

86.14
(3.23)
78.15
(2.69)
88.91
(2.37)
82.67
(2.71)
88.02
(2.60)
84.78

SRBCT
Leukemia
Prostate
tumor
Lung cancer
Average

BHAPSO

AHEDL

ABCD

86.14
(2.38)
78.19
(1.67)
88.92
(2.09)
82.07
(2.18)
88.01
(1,41)
84.67

81.19
(2.52)
77.82
(2.94)
86.65
(2.88)
79.08
(2.73)
87.19
(2.61)
82.39

82.52
(2.32)
79.48
(2.13)
89.78
(1.84)
82.21
(1.09)
90.05
(3.98)
84.81

85.19
(3.65)
79.26
(1.67)
87.38
(2.31)
81.49
(2.68)
90.12
(2.82)
84.69

Prostate
tumor
Lung cancer
Average

Table 5
Average classification accuracy and standard deviation (shown in parenthesis)
of different gene selection methods on AB classifier.
Dataset

CDNC

FJMI

BHAPSO

AHEDL

ABCD

Colon

87.82
(2.76)
81.72
(2.09)
90.16
(2.98)
81.92
(3.11)
91.81
(1.82)
86.69

86.14
(2.41)
78.11
(2.42)
88.92
(1.98)
81.47
(2.79)
88.01
(3.11)
84.53

81.32
(1.92)
77.43
(3.01)
86.63
(2.84)
79.98
(2.06)
87.12
(2.29)
82.5

82.51
(2.41)
79.43
(2.13)
89.71
(2.87)
82.19
(1.82)
90.02
(1.71)
84.77

82.19
(1.82)
79.24
(2.92)
83.31
(2.41)
81.13
(2.37)
91.12
(1.78)
83.4

SRBCT
Leukemia
Prostate
tumor
Lung cancer
Average

Table 6
Average classification accuracy and standard deviation (shown in parenthesis)
of different gene selection methods on ELM classifier.
Dataset

CDNC

FJMI

BHAPSO

AHEDL

ABCD

Colon

88.73
(2.32)
82.82
(2.12)
90.18
(2.72)
82.91
(3.12)
91.76
(1.54)
87.28

87.04
(2.54)
79.32
(2.09)
87.91
(2.09)
82.62
(2.12)
89.98
(2.92)
85.37

81.76
(1.72)
77.31
(3.65)
86.08
(2.81)
80.43
(2.38)
88.02
(2.10)
82.72

82.55
(2.09)
78.76
(2.42)
89.02
(2.54)
82.53
(1.92)
89.92
(1.21)
84.56

82.78
(1.73)
79.39
(2.62)
83.91
(2.98)
81.78
(2.26)
91.05
(1.21)
83.78

SRBCT
Leukemia
Prostate
tumor
Lung cancer
Average

Table 7
Number of times the best results are achieved by different gene selection
methods on SVM classifier in ten independent run. (The best result is indicated in
boldface)

Table 3
Average classification accuracy and standard deviation (shown in parenthesis)
of different gene selection methods on SVM classifier.
CDNC

FJMI

Leukemia

In the experiments, at first, the performance of the proposed method
is evaluated over different classifiers. Tables 3–6 summarize the average
classification accuracy and standard deviation (shown in parenthesis)
over ten separate and autonomous runs of the newest gene selection
approaches (i.e. FJMI, BHAPSO, AHEDL, and ABCD) on SVM, NB, AB,
and ELM classifiers, respectively. Each value of Table 3 records the
average value of ten autonomous runs. The best average values of ac
curacy are marked in boldface. The reported results of Table 3 shows
that in all cases, the proposed method performs better than the other
gene selection methods. This table also reveals that the average accuracy
of the developed approach in all microarray data was 87.71%, which is
2.93% higher than the average classification accuracy for the secondranked method (i.e. ABCD). Moreover, Table 4 shows that in all
microarray data except Prostate Tumor, the developed approach had the
highest classification accuracy and ranked first among all compared
methods. Also, in the Prostate Tumor dataset, the accuracy of the
developed approach ranked second with a difference of 0.49%
compared to the AHEDL gene selection method. Furthermore, the re
ported results in Table 5 were similar to those in Table 4, and in all
datasets except the Prostate Tumor datasets, the developed approach
was more accurate than the other compared gene selection methods.
Moreover, the results of Table 6 shows that in all cases, the classification
accuracy of the proposed method is higher than other methods.
Tables 7–10 show the number of times the best classification accu
racy is attained by different gene selection methods in ten autonomous
runs. The reported results of Table 7 show that in most cases the pro
posed gene selection method obtained the highest classification accu
racies compared to those of the other methods on the SVM classifier. The
reported results in Tables 8–10 also show that the proposed method was
able to achieve the best classification accuracy in a more independent

Colon

CDNC
87.81
(1.32)
82.79
(2.87)
91.48
(2.09)
81.72
(1.92)
91.92
(3.07)
87.14

SRBCT

4.3. Results

Dataset

Dataset
Colon

Dataset

CDNC

FJMI

BHAPSO

AHEDL

ABCD

Colon
SRBCT
Leukemia
Prostate tumor
Lung cancer
Average

7
7
6
6
7
6.6

1
0
1
1
0
0.6

0
0
0
1
1
0.4

1
1
2
1
1
1.2

1
2
1
1
1
1.2

run compared to other methods.
Table 11 records the number of selected genes of the different gene
selection approaches for each dataset. It can be seen that, generally, all
compared approaches have succeeded in significantly reducing the
number of initial genes by choosing only a small number of the original
genes. Among the various methods, in the Colon, SRBCT, Prostate
8
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Tumor, and Lung Cancer datasets, the developed gene selection
approach has the best result among the other compared approaches,
choosing only 0.67, 0.75, 0.22, and 0.22%, respectively. Moreover, in
the Leukemia dataset, the FJMI gene selection method selected an
average of 20.38 genes.
Several experiments were designed to evaluate the execution time of
the different approaches. The running times (in second) of different gene
selection methods are reported in Fig. 4. According to this figure, it can
be observed that in all cases the CDNC method has a lower execution
time than the other mentioned gene selection approaches.

Table 8
Number of times the best results are achieved by different gene selection
methods on NB classifier in ten independent run (The best result is indicated in
boldface).
Dataset

CDNC

FJMI

BHAPSO

AHEDL

ABCD

Colon
SRBCT
Leukemia
Prostate tumor
Lung cancer
Average

7
6
6
7
7
6.6

1
0
1
1
0
0.6

1
1
0
0
1
0.6

0
1
2
1
1
1

1
2
1
1
1
1.2

4.4. Sensitivity analysis of the parameters
Table 9
Number of times the best results are achieved by different gene selection
methods on AB classifier in ten independent run (The best result is indicated in
boldface).
Dataset

CDNC

FJMI

BHAPSO

AHEDL

ABCD

Colon
SRBCT
Leukemia
Prostate tumor
Lung cancer
Average

6
7
6
6
6
6.2

1
0
1
1
1
0.8

1
0
0
1
0
0.4

1
1
2
1
2
1.4

1
2
1
1
1
1.2

The proposed gene selection method has two parameters of θ and δ,
where their corresponding optimal values should be specified by the
programmer. The θ parameter is a threshold that is applied to the
weighted graph of original genes to remove the edges with values less
than θ. After this action, the size of the initial graph is reduced consid
erably. The parameter δ is a threshold for average similarity value that
controls the number of selected genes from each community; in this
case, the gene with average similarity more than δ and very similar to
previous genes is not selected. In fact, this parameter is used to control
redundancy and its corresponding value is very important to determine
the number of selected genes and accuracy of the classifier. This
parameter can be set to any value in the range [0 1]. On one hand, if this
parameter is tuned to a number close to 1, the final gene subset size will
be too large and similar genes may be chosen. On the other hand, when δ
is adjusted to a number close to 0, a small set of genes is selected.
Therefore, these selected genes cannot fully represent the initial genes
and the microarray data classification accuracy will be reduced.
These parameters are critical to the developed gene selection method
because they straightly affect the accuracy of the prediction algorithm,
and therefore the final accuracy of the classification depends to a large
extent on the precise selection of these parameters. To fine-tune these
parameters, you need to adjust the parameters repeatedly and create
several predictions with a different integration of values, and then
measure the classification performance to choose the optimal values.
Since optimal adjusting of these parameters can be considered as an
optimization problem. One strategy to optimal adjusting is to employ an
exhaustive search strategy. This method will not be practical in cases
where building a prediction algorithm has a high execution time.
In this paper, the parameter optimization method proposed in [100]
is used for choosing the best values for the θ and δ parameters. In this
parameter optimization algorithm, the Bayesian theory-based optimi
zation algorithm is used to solve the problem. Based on this parameter
optimization method, the θ parameter is set to 0.3 and the δ parameter is
set to 0.6.
To search for the appropriate value for the δ parameter, different
experiments were designed to denote how the classification accuracy
changes with different values of that parameter. Fig. 5 (a)–(d) reveals
the δ parameter sensitivity analysis for Colon, SRBCT, Leukemia, and
Prostate Tumor datasets, correspondingly. The experiment evaluates the
classification performance on the SVM, NB, and AB classifiers for
different δ values. The results have shown that in most datasets when the
δ is adjusted to 0.7, the CDNC method achieves the best classification
accuracy.
Moreover, the effect of the θ parameter on the microarray classifi
cation accuracy and the search for its optimal value on different datasets
has been investigated in Fig. 6. Similar to Fig. 5, in Fig. 6 (a)–(d) the θ
parameter sensitivity analysis for Colon, SRBCT, Leukemia, and Prostate
Tumor datasets, are shown, respectively. In these experiments, the value
of the delta parameter was changed from 0.1 to 0.6. The results reveal
that in all cases when the parameter θ is adjusted to 0.3, the developed
gene selection method achieves the best performance.

Table 10
Number of times the best results are achieved by different gene selection
methods on ELM classifier in ten independent run (The best result is indicated in
boldface).
Dataset

CDNC

FJMI

BHAPSO

AHEDL

ABCD

Colon
SRBCT
Leukemia
Prostate tumor
Lung cancer
Average

7
7
6
8
7
7

1
0
1
1
0
0.6

1
1
0
0
1
0.6

1
1
2
0
1
1

0
1
1
1
1
0.8

Table 11
Average number of selected genes of the different methods (Minimum number of
selected genes is indicated in boldface).
Dataset

Number of
the original
genes

Colon

2000

SRBCT

2328

Leukemia

7129

Prostate
tumor

10509

Lung
cancer

12600

Method

Number of
selected
genes

The ratio of the
selected genes to the
original genes (in %)

CDNC
FJMI
BHAPSO
AHEDL
ABCD
CDNC
FJMI
BHAPSO
AHEDL
ABCD
CDNC
FJMI
BHAPSO
AHEDL
ABCD
CDNC
FJMI
BHAPSO
AHEDL
ABCD
CDNC
FJMI
BHAPSO
AHEDL
ABCD

13.45
15.98
19.21
16.78
15.31
17.43
18.31
19.31
20.09
19.87
21.98
20.38
26.61
25.21
24.71
22.81
25.65
24.32
28.52
27.92
28.21
30.32
29.41
31.19
32.72

0.67
0.8
0.96
0.84
0.77
0.75
0.79
0.83
0.86
0.85
0.31
0.29
0.37
0.35
0.35
0.22
0.24
0.23
0.27
0.27
0.22
0.24
0.23
0.25
0.26
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Average execution time (in second)

700
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500
400
300
200
100
0
Colon

SRBCT

Leukemia
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Lung Cancer

Datasets
CDNC

FJMI

BHAPSO

AHEDL

ABCD

Fig. 4. Average execution time (in second) of different gene selection methods over ten independent runs.
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Fig. 5. Average classification accuracy (in %) over ten independent runs, with different δ values in SVM, NB, and AB classifier on (a) Colon dataset, (b) SRBCT
dataset, (c) Leukemia dataset, and (d) Prostate Tumor dataset.

4.5. Statistical analysis of the proposed method

classifiers, respectively. Since these values are lower than 0.05, it can be
asserted that the performance of the developed CDNC gene selection
approach is considerably better than those of the other compared
methods.

In this subsection, the Friedman test is applied to the statistical
analysis of the reported results. The Friedman test is a nonparametric
test utilized to compare the performance of different gene selection
approaches on different medical data. For this purpose, each gene se
lection method is ranked according to the microarray data. To this end,
the SPSS statistics acquired by IBM are used. Table 12 indicate the
average ranking for various gene selection methods on each classifier.
This table shows that the CDNC approach has the best average ranking.
Moreover, Table 13 reports the results of the Friedman test for these
evaluated methods. The results of this table indicated a p-value of 0.
034435, 0. 007555, 0.004619 and 0.014174 on SVM, NB, AB, and ELM

4.6. Discussion
This section also discusses the reasons for the better performance of
the developed approach compared to other gene selection methods. The
developed approach has three major innovations that have made it
perform better than other methods:
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Fig. 6. Average classification accuracy (in %) over ten independent runs, with different θ values in SVM, NB, and AB classifier on (a) Colon dataset, (b) SRBCT
dataset, (c) Leukemia dataset, and (d) Prostate Tumor dataset.

selection search strategy, both gene relevance and gene redundancy
are taken into account.
2. One of the criteria that should be considered in presenting any gene
selection method is the precise choice of the number of selected
genes. Therefore, if a small subset of genes is chosen, this subset
cannot fully represent the primary genes. Therefore, the microarray
data classification accuracy will be reduced. In contrast, if a large
subset of genes is selected, the gene space of the dataset will be
blurred by irrelevant and redundant genes. In the developed search
strategy, a graph-based gene selection is used, the size of the selected
subset will be specified automatically. Thus, the selected genes
provided adequate information for microarray data classification.
3. The developed method employs social network analysis algorithms
to propose an intelligent search strategy and does not utilize any
learning model and classifier in its process to select the final gene set.
Therefore, this method can be categorized as a filter gene selection
method and its complexity is efficient for large-scale microarray
data. As a result, in comparison with nature-inspired methods and
wrapper-based gene selection methods, the proposed method is
much faster and more accurate and can be employed in large-scale
DNA microarray data.

Table 12
Average ranks of the different gene selection methods on SVM, NB, and AB
classifier.
Classifier
SVM
Naive Bayes
AdaBoost
ELM

Compared gene selection method
CDNC

FJMI

BHAPSO

AHEDL

ABCD

1
1.4
1.2
1

3.7
3.0
3.2
4.8

3.5
5.0
4.8
4.7

3.6
2.4
2.2
4.1

3.2
3.2
3.6
4.4

Table 13
The results of the Friedman statistics test.
Classifier
Chi-square
df
Asymp.Sig (p-value)

SVM

NB

AB

ELM

10.3838
4
0.034435

13.920
4
0.007555

15.0400
4
0.004619

12.470588
4
0.014174

1. Irrelevant genes, as well as redundant genes, strongly affect the
performance of the learning model and the result of microarray data
analysis. Therefore, gene selection should recognize and delete
irrelevant and redundant genes as far as possible. Most previous
univariate gene selection algorithms such as Information Gain, Term
Variance, Mutual information, Laplacian Score, and Fisher Score can
effectively remove irrelevant genes. These methods due to their
ignorance of possible dependency between genes, fail to handle
redundant genes and are unable to delete redundant genes accu
rately. Several of the multivariate gene selection techniques, such as
UFSACO, only select a set of dissimilar genes and cannot identify
irrelevant genes. To consider these two objectives simultaneously, in
this study an efficient multi-objective graph-based gene selection
search strategy is developed that can efficiently and effectively
delete irrelevant as well as similar genes. In the proposed gene

5. Conclusion
With the improvements in microarray devices, the possibility of
producing microarray datasets with high dimensions has grown signif
icantly. Usually, many of the genes in this medical data are irrelevant or
redundant, which decreases the efficiency of the classification algo
rithm. Gene selection has a significant effect on the performance of gene
expression, specifically in the DNA microarray classification tasks. In
this study, an efficient gene selection method has been proposed uti
lizing community detection and node centrality techniques. The major
goal of this proposed search strategy is to identify a set of dissimilar
genes that are most closely correlated to the target class. In contrast to
all previous methods that have used graph theory to select genes by
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using direct similarity between genes and through that the magnitude of
the relationship between them, in this method, a community detection
algorithm was applied instead. In this method, in each iteration, a
maximum community is selected in a repetitive procedure and then
among the existing genes in this maximum community, the appropriate
genes are selected using the concepts of node centrality and future
relevance. Moreover, this method is the first paper that applies the
community detection method for gene clustering in the gene selection
method. Using this technique increases the gene clustering performance,
which has a great effect on removing redundancy between selected
genes, and also the number of clusters is automatically determined. The
developed approach can deal with both irrelevant and redundant genes.
This is because to assess the magnitude of the relationship between
genes, the concept of community detection is used. The proposed
method has been compared to the newest gene selection methods
including FJMI, BHAPSO, AHEDL, ABCD from the three different
criteria of the number of selected genes, classification accuracy, and
execution time. The experimental results indicate that the developed
gene selection approach achieved the best performance. The results also
showed that the running time of the developed approach is lower than
the other compared gene selection methods.
One of the limitations of the proposed method is that it is a multiphase method, which may slightly increase the computational
complexity in very high-dimensional datasets. As a result, future
research can focus on providing a method that combines different phases
into one overall phase.
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